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The SoloSIRENs Collective’s production Cessair, staged in South Dublin in the summer of
2021, represents the second production of this burgeoning company. The Collective is a
community-based theatre group comprised of an all-female ensemble that has been
creating together since 2019. For this production, it used the Irish myth of Cessair as a
starting point to consider the female experience, and invited women from across the world to
share their stories and lived experiences. Drawing on close observation of the devising
process, analysis of the final production, and conversations with members of the Collective,
this article argues that the production should be considered as an example of feminist
performed ethnography.
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WHICH STORIES get told? Which stories are
lost? What can we learn from female stories
that are forgotten or hidden? These were
among the questions offered to the audience
for contemplation in the SoloSIRENs Collect-
ive’s production,Cessair.Running from  June
to  July , Cessair marked a long-awaited
return to in-person performance in Tallaght
and the larger Dublin area. The production
was devised by the SoloSIRENs Collective
(SSC), a community arts-based group of
women in South Dublin County that is sup-
ported by Tallaght Community Arts (TCA),
and inspired by the obscure(d) Irish myth of
Cessair, a goddess who founded the country.

In such productions, the Collective documents
the lived experience of women through per-
formanceandusesan ‘applied theatre’approach
to devising. While the umbrella of applied the-
atre is broad, the SSC’smodeofworking centres
on the use of drama activities and collaborative
performance techniques as both the mode of
investigating experience and the method of
meaningmaking, as is outlined in detail below.

Jenny Macdonald created the SoloSIRENs
Collective with the aim to:

create a spacewherewomenwhowerewriting and
performing their own work could support and be
inspired by one another. I was tired of competitive
creative spaces that pitted artists against one
another without proper financial or pastoral care.
I wanted to create a space of care and true creativ-
ity. I wanted to support and amplify women’s
voices and to explore the issues that affect us.

The initial idea was to create a theatre festival
that would feature three one-woman shows
performed by the women whowrote them, as
well as a devised piece created by a collective
of women. Jennifer Webster joined as produ-
cer, and the pair secured a place in the Abbey
Theatre’s x , a development series that
provides space, technical support, and fund-
ing for five community-based projects. For the
devised piece, the pair ‘gathered the commu-
nity collective by invitation’, focusing on local
amateur participants of previous projects
facilitated through TCA: ‘We felt that the
Abbey x and the SoloSIRENs Festival would
be an amazing opportunity for women who
had experience of community projects and
were ready for a very deep and committed
experience.’TheFestival ran fromNovember
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to  December  at the Civic Theatre in
Tallaght, where the Collective has been in
residence since May , and included the
group’s first devised performance, Falling.

Falling explored the individual and collect-
ive narratives of an intergenerational group of
women based in South Dublin County. Claire
Keogh elaborated on the performance in her
paper at the SoloSIRENs Symposium in :

The eight performers in Falling drew on their own
personal stories to jam on topics created by
prompts such as ‘I Remember’, ‘I Believe’, and ‘I
Come From’. Their stories spanned tales from
childhood to adulthood, with one memory
prompting another as the women listened and
responded to each other’s stories with one of their
own.

The unity of the Collective was obvious to the
audience, who remarked on this repeatedly
‘in post-show vox pops and during the audi-
ence/panel discussion’. This strong bond
saw the women decide to continue creating
work together after the Festival under the
name, the SoloSIRENs Collective. It operates
on a porous basis, with members being free to
come and go as they need.

Cessair is the second production by the
group and marks a distinct broadening of its
scope from the experience of women in South
Dublin to women globally. The production
centres on the Irish myth of Cessair, who, in
many iterations, is a relative of the biblical
Noah. After being told that she is notwelcome
aboard his ark, Cessair assembles a group of
women to build three large ships in prep-
aration for the great flood. Macdonald
described this moment as Cessair being thrust
into leadership, which she argues is a recur-
ring motif for women. Before they depart,
three men appear requesting safe passage,
which is granted on the understanding that
they would ride in Cessair’s boat and that
she would remain in charge. When the time
comes, they set sail from North Africa with
fifty women aboard each ship. Two of the
ships sink during the journey, with one hun-
dred women’s lives and stories lost. The only
surviving ship, containing Cessair, fifty
women, and the three men, lands in Ireland,
where they settle.

Just as the myth spanned continents, the
Collective opened their creative process up
and invited female-identifying participants
from around the globe to collaborate, a shift
that was made possible by the need to move
their workshops onto Zoom during the
Covid- pandemic. These participants will
be referred to here as storysharers to distin-
guish them from the SSC ensemble members.
Through including these storysharers, the
production was able to incorporate the voices
of one hundredwomen fromacross theworld,
giving testimony to their lived experiences
and symbolizing those women lost at sea in
the myth.

Feminist Performed Ethnography

Before analyzing the production in detail, it is
useful to introduce the notion of feminist per-
formed ethnography, which is a combination
of the concepts of performed ethnography
and feminist ethnography. In defining per-
formed ethnography, D. Soyini Madison
draws an important distinction between it
and performance ethnography, that is, per-
formances that take place during fieldwork.
She asserts that:

performed ethnography will have enacted,
re-presented, and theatricalized those quotidian,
symbolic, cultural, and local acts of performance
ethnography. In summary:when performances in the
field or performance ethnography is adapted for the stage
or communicated through modes of performance it
becomes performed ethnography.

Performed ethnography is a beneficial tool
because it ‘invites the audience to travel
empathically to other worlds and to feel and
know some of what others feel and know.
Two lifeworlds meet, and the domains of out-
sider and insider are both and simultaneously
demarcated and fused.’ Adapting collected
research into a staged production provides an
important connection to feminist ethnog-
raphy, which embraces both traditional and
experimental methods of data collection and
methods of sharing the findings.

Dána-Ain Davis and Christa Craven
acknowledge that ‘feminist ethnography does
not have one single definition, nor can
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“doing” feminist ethnography be confined to
a single scholarly trajectory’.However, they
posit that feminist ethnography involves ‘a
project committed to documenting lived
experience as it is impacted by gender, race,
class, sexuality, and other aspects of partici-
pants’ lives’. Further, they stress that it
‘involves a feminist sensibility, and commit-
ment to paying attention to marginality and
power differentials’. Talisa Feliciano
explains the benefits of this approach as fol-
lows: ‘Feminist ethnography opens up, for
me, tools that have often been overlooked. It
allows me to centre art, literature, expression,
and people’s own accounts of themselves
rather than hegemonic accounts of people
made by others in the name of preservation,
keeping order, and policy.’ This idea of
coalescing around an arts-based approach
that allows people to express their own stories
resonates closely with the approach of the
SoloSIRENs ensemble in creating Cessair.

The wide range of methodological
approaches utilized by feminist ethnography
and the dispersal of the knowledge acquired
makes it particularly apt for an analysis of
Cessair, while combining it with performed
ethnography allows for greater nuance and a
clearer accounting of the project and produc-
tion. Feminist performed ethnography is
thus understood as a project guided by a
feminist sensibility that produces ‘know-
ledge about people and situations in specific
contexts with attention to power differen-
tials’ and communicates it to an audience
through a staged performance that invites
them to experience the world of the charac-
ters and their mindsets.

The Methodology of the SoloSIRENs
Collective

The SSC uses theatre to explore the partici-
pants’ lived experiences as a way of promot-
ing positive social change within their
community and providing an alternate vision
for organized society in opposition to the
patriarchy. The Collective operates within
thefield of applied theatre, aligningwithwhat
Judith Ackroyd describes as ‘a belief in the
power of the theatre form to address

something beyond the form itself’. Further,
its work corresponds with Helen Nicholson’s
argument that applied theatre focuses ‘on its
intentionality, specifically an aspiration to use
drama to improve the lives of the individuals
and create better societies’.

SoloSIRENs member Melody Chadamoyo
has explained how the SSC has enriched her
life, describing the deep connection she feels
with the other women in the group and the
fact that they are a collective of equals, despite
their differences in age, background, and/or
experience, who work in an atmosphere of
inclusion and mutual respect. She also noted
the cathartic experience of attending the
weekly workshops: ‘You’re going there to
feed your soul and you come back really
replenished.’

Both Falling and Cessair were developed
through collaborative devising workshops
with the community-based artists who com-
prise the ensemble. As such, SSC productions
are made by, with, and for the community of
South Dublin. While the work produced by
the Collective often uses outside material
such as myths, stories, interviews, news-
papers, or film as a springboard for explor-
ation, as in the case of Cessair, it is the lived,
embodied experience of the ensemble that
informs the direction, enquiry, and ultim-
ately, the performance.

Macdonald describes her devising process
as follows:

I would use a lot of image theatre, a lot of body-
based work. I often ask people to try to do things
without speaking because I think the verbal, in our
hierarchies, is very dominant . . . I love exercises
where those hierarchies are inverted and things
need to be expressed through the body, through
movement, or through image . . . I think discussion
comes much later, like when a group is really solid
andmaybe you’re working towards making some-
thing that you’re going to share with other
people.

Macdonald’s work with both the ensemble
members and storysharers involved in the
Cessair project incorporated all of these elem-
ents. The devising workshops began in July
 and ran until May . Due to Covid
regulations in Ireland, the workshops were
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held via Zoom, with the exception of one
workshop that took place in December 
on the beach in Shankill (Figure ). Initially,
these workshops were limited to the women
of South Dublin whomake up the SSC ensem-
ble, along with members of the production
team and the director. However, from March
 onwards an additional sixteen work-
shops were held that included guest story-
sharers. For example, the SSC held a
workshop with the Irish Hospice Foundation
that focused on grief and loss, and another
with Midie Corcoran, a storyteller who lives
in Galway near one of the Cessair sites.

In April, the Zoom workshops were
opened up further to female-identifying story-
sharers from across the globe to take part in
the project. This idea to collect stories and
involve participants from outside of the SSC
ensemble in order to honour the one hundred
women lost at sea was initially proposed by
Macdonald and Martha Knight, the sound
designer for the project, and was done with
the support of the ensemble members. The
entire process included eight months of work-
shopping with just the ensemble members,
three months of workshopping with the

ensemble and the online storysharers, and
three weeks of in-person rehearsals with the
ensemble.

With the myth of Cessair being used as the
springboard for an exploration of female
experience, the ensemble was encouraged to
consider ideas aroundwomen and leadership,
migration, and grief, among others. Todo this,
Macdonald drew on a range of approaches
from applied theatre practices, including
storytelling, embodied image theatre, found
visual works (including both pictures and ori-
ginal artworks created by the ensemble),
reflection, writing, music and song, and
improvisation, and led the ensemble through
specific exercises.

For example, after sharing the myth with
the rest of the ensemble early in the process,
she asked them to draw a picture of how they
imagined Cessair to look, making sure not to
worry about being realistic and allowing for
figurative representation. Using these draw-
ings, they were then asked if they knew a
woman like Cessair andwere given an oppor-
tunity to share a story about that woman. It
was during this exercise that SSC member
Neltah Chadamoyo introduced the African

Figure 1. Shankill Beach workshop. Photographer: Hannah Levy, courtesy of the SoloSIRENs Collective.
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goddess Nehanda, who was included in the
final production. At other times, the ensemble
was encouraged to improvise as characters in
the story through extemporized gesture
sequences and ‘hot-seating’, with each mem-
ber having the opportunity to embody Ces-
sair. Prior to this, they were given the
prompt: ‘If you could meet Cessair, what
would you ask her?’ Their responses and
questions were then used in the exercise.

Despite having to work on Zoom, Mac-
donald leaned into gesture, movement, and
embodied image work by incorporating exer-
cises such as ‘a movement exercise like flock-
ing and the focus is on everybody moving as
one’. Other activities in this vein included
simultaneous breathing exercises, prompts to
put their hands on their body where they felt
the story, and small group work in breakout
rooms to create rituals to honour Cessair. Fur-
ther, during the one in-person workshop, the
choreographer Deirdre Murphy led an exer-
cise in which the ensemble was asked to
imagine they were on a ship over the course
of a twenty-four-hour period. They were
tasked with finding the movements they
might go through while turning their bodies
 degrees. Throughout the process, these
gestures, images, and movements were noted
for incorporation into the final production.

Opportunities for reflection and dialogue,
both open and prompted, were layered into
each workshop and over the course of the
entire process. Space was also created for
members to contribute individual writings
or songs created outside of workshops to the
creative process. Similarly, at a reflection ses-
sion in October , the group shared that
different aspects of the workshops had been
led by variousmembers, and that anyonewho
had an idea or wanted to lead a movement or
vocal activity was welcomed and encouraged
to do so. This democratic ethos allowed the
workshops to become living laboratories for
enquiry, which led to discoveries as well as
the excavation of the knowledge that each
member carried inside their embodied, lived
experience.

The open workshops also incorporated
elements of gesture and image theatre, espe-
cially for check-ins and warm-ups at the start

of each session, but they primarily focused on
storytelling, dialogue, and reflection with the
guest storysharers. In these workshops, the
Collective experimented with different
methods of recording and collecting stories
while also continuing the exploration of the
Cessair myth. Macdonald and her team alter-
nated between giving the storysharers specific
prompts and leaving the door open for them
to sharewhatever theymightwant to disclose.
They also experimented with asking story-
sharers to record their responses before
attending the workshop, so that everyone
could listen to it together for the first time,
and giving the storysharers the opportunity
to witness their stories being heard by others.
Over the course of theworkshops,Macdonald
and her team observed that some people
found it difficult to tell their story to thewhole
group, so breakout rooms were employed to
allow them to share it with one or two SSC
members at a time.

Reflecting on these workshops, Macdonald
explained:

The more people you invite in, it changes, doesn’t
it? The more people are working on something, it
keeps developing and it keeps changing, and that
definitely happened a lot. It was a big moment
when the workshops opened because, I think also
because of Covid, it was really intense . . . the
connection between all of us . . . It was a January
night in Ireland and the wind was whipping out-
side and then we were all on the computer talking
about mythology and the goddess – and then sud-
denly it was spring and the whole world was com-
ing on.

She recalled that the SSCwere strugglingwith
the part of the story where Cessair dies of a
broken heart. It was in the open workshops
that a solution emerged organically when a
storysharer suggested that Cessair’s heart
might have expanded so much that she died
of an exploded rather than a broken heart.
This offering was complemented by another
storysharer’s suggestion that people leave a
piece of their heart everywhere they go,mean-
ing that their heart is never fully complete.

Paraphrasing these storysharers, Macdo-
nald explained that, ‘On the one hand you’re
always heartbroken, but on the other hand
you’re always heart-heavy, like your heart is
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really big.’ Both contributions resonated
with what the SSC had been hearing from
women across Ireland about the sites near
them that were associated with Cessair, and
all of these ideas were incorporated into the
story that was eventually told in the SSC’s
production.

Even in the lead-up to the performances, the
entire group would sit down to discuss con-
tent, placement, and transitions from one piece
to the next,with eachmember’s concerns being
listened toand taken seriously. There remained
an openness among the Collective to try out
ideas physically in order to consider their effi-
cacy. This approach calls tomindDwight Con-
quergood’s concept of ‘performance-sensitive
ways of knowing’ in which ‘performance-
centred research takes as both its subjectmatter
and method the experiencing body situated in
time, place, and history’. Norman K. Denzin
links this concept toperformance ethnography,
explaining: ‘Performance approaches to know-
ing insist on immediacy and involvement.
They consist of partial, plural, incomplete,
and contingent understandings.’ The SSC
members reiterated the importance of explor-
ation in the process, trusting the process, and
learning through the process, and they attested
to the knowledge construction taking place
that was both individual and collective. As
one member stated: ‘The explorative process
was huge, it was so broad . . . it was that you
learned so much about other people and
yourself.’

When discussing the devising process in
relation to performance ethnography, Madi-
son argues:

Devisers are not only making an embodied per-
formance, they are intellectually and theoretically
asking questions, analyzing material, assessing
information, articulating assumptions. Devised
performance is a collaborative method of em-
bodied research through the transformation of
field data into staged enactments. Devising is an
epistemological journeywhere themind and body
conjoin.

This description aligns with the Collective’s
devising process as the members interpreted
and reinterpreted the myth of Cessair, and
shared stories with each other and the guests

invited to the openworkshops. Each story and
each response became a new data point for
investigation and impacted on the final pro-
duction. Martha Knight acknowledged this
when reflecting on the importance of listening
to the process:

I think I’ve really changed my own relationship
with listening because of this process. I’ve kind of
stepped into listening as a powerful thing to do and
accepted in myself that listening, both because I’m
such a sound andmusic person and because watch-
ing those workshops where the Collective were
listening to stories in the breakout rooms was so
beautiful and affecting, and that was what made so
much of the piece. I think as an artist, I felt pressure
to respond, respond, respond. Sometimes all you
can do is listen. Even the amount of times that we
listened to the myth and the amount of the things
that would come from each listening of the myth.
If we had listened once and responded, the piece
wouldn’t have been as thorough, deep, and rich as
it was.

Knight describes here a reciprocal listening
with the whole body that is ‘not simply the
sense of hearing, but it is listening as a
dynamic and complex layering of a multi-
sensory engagement’.

The Production

Cessairopenedon  June and ran for four days,
with four performances on each day. It was
composed of two distinct movements. The first
movement took place outdoors in Tallaght’s
Chamber Square in front of the Civic Theatre
and opposite the Rua Red South Dublin Arts
Centre; the second movement relocated the
audience inside the Civic Theatre (Figure ).
Toadhere toCovid restrictions, only six ‘official’
tickets were sold for each of the performances,
and this audience was seated in chairs placed
two metres apart in front of the theatre doors.
However, the outdoor section garnered many
additional audience members in the form of
passers-by who chose to sit on nearby steps
or lean against the buildings in the square to
take in the performance. This added approxi-
mately twenty additional audience members
to each performance of the first movement.

For the production, the SSC made two
major alterations to the myth as it is typically
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told. The first crucial change was to the end-
ing. Traditionally, the story concludes with
Cessair having taken one of the men, Fintan,
as her lover and, when he turns himself into a
salmon, she dies of a broken heart. As dis-
cussed above, the group struggled with this
ending: ‘We don’t buy that this woman who
lost a hundred of her friends, who built three
ships, who survived a journey of threemonths
. . . a broken heart? That wasn’t the undoing
of her, we just don’t buy it.’ Incorporating
the discoveries made through the open work-
shops, the SSC’s production concluded with
Cessair’s heart becoming so large that it burst
and the pieces scattered all across Ireland.

The other crucial change in this telling of
the Cessair myth was the inclusion of the
African goddess Nehanda. In the production,
she appears at the moment of greatest despair
on the journey after two ships are lost, the rain
continues, and there is no land in sight.
Nehanda, played by Neltah Chadamoyo,
appears to Cessair as a sister spirit, encour-
aging her onward andproviding hope that the
end of the journey is near. The inclusion of
Nehandawas the result of a contribution from

Neltah (originally from Zimbabwe), who
sensed parallels between the two and wrote
a similar scene during the devising process.
The scene was embraced by the group and
incorporated into the story. This is another
example of the Collective’s collaborative
devising process. Three musical compositions
written by Pauline Dalton, Farah Elle, and
Martha Knight were similarly incorporated
into the final performance.

In the first movement, which lasted
approximately twenty minutes, the myth of
Cessair is relayed to the audience by seven
women through collaborative and responsive
movement, spoken narrative, underscored
music, and song. Four performers – Neltah
Chadamoyo, Pauline Dalton, Aoife Dempsey,
and Sailí Áine Ní Mhurchú –were positioned
on the designated stage area. The three other
performers –Melody Chadamoyo and Nicola
Whelan, who functioned primarily as narra-
tors, and Farah Elle, who provided the sound-
track – were placed just off to the left under
a tent. All of the women contributed equally
to the story, with each being highlighted
at certain points without any overpowering

Figure 2. Opening ritual. Photographer: Hannah Levy, courtesy of the SoloSIRENs Collective.
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the others. Instead, they were responding
actively to one another like well-trained jazz
musicians who know the music by heart
and riff off one another, making each per-
formance a little different while maintaining
the substance and character of the story
being told.

The firstmovement beganwith a sea shanty
prologue composed by Dalton. The song
floated through the air as the performers
entered the space from three different direc-
tions, singing while moving into their posi-
tions. Neltah Chadamoyo, Dalton, Dempsey,
andNíMhurchúmoved towards the stage and
worked together to finish constructing their
‘ship’, which involved connecting four large
barrels with masts on top of them with coarse
rope, as designed by Pai Rathaya. Once the
ship was ready, they moved into their places
on the stage. After a brief pause, Ní Mhurchú
came forward and proclaimed: ‘Wewould like
to dedicate this performance and installation to
all the women who have gone before us, to all
the women who are with us, and to all the

women who will come after us.’ She moved
back, and there was a beat of silence, with the
exception of the cool and playful breeze flut-
tering through their ship’s sails.

Melody Chadamoyo and Whelan began to
tell the tale of Cessair as the four women on
stage launched into a movement sequence
(Figure ). The narration was interspersed
with lines from the on-stage performers and
supported by simple, but powerful, musical
improvisations from Elle. At various points
each of the seven performers became the
embodiment of Cessair, as her spirit seemed
to move between and amongst them, which
was highlighted to the audience by Elle
repeating the refrain ‘I am Cessair and I . . .’
at each turn in the story. Deirdre Murphy’s
choreography was informed by the move-
ment improvisation workshop in December
 and centred on synchronous movement
that became individualized and frenetic at
moments of trial and tribulation for Cessair.
As the performers are not trained dancers,
the movement reflected the range of age, life

Figure 3. First movement. Photographer: Hannah Levy, courtesy of the SoloSIRENs Collective.
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experience, mobility, and ability, and trans-
lated differently into each woman’s body.

The first movement concluded with
Nehanda drifting away from Cessair, repeat-
ing the line, ‘You are closer to land than you
think. You can start again. You will start
again.’As she departed, the performers began
to make their way inside the Civic Theatre
while singing ‘ Nights’ by Knight. The six
ticketed audience members were then invited
to follow them inside to visit ‘the land we
found’. The second movement also lasted
approximately twenty minutes. The Civic
Theatre was transformed into a large black
box space for the performance, and audience
members were asked to form a large circle
with the performers on entry. Although this
formation was required to accommodate
Covid-measures, it also made space within
the circle for the one hundred sisterswhowere
lost at sea during the journey, as was noted
after the performances.

Ten stations were positioned around the
perimeter of the space comprising a chair
placed in front of a large speaker and below
a banner containing a key phrase from the
myth recounted during the first movement
(Figure ). The phrases were: ‘I am thwarted
and rejected’; ‘I respondwith my own idea’; ‘I
gather my tribe to begin work’; ‘I step into my
power and take the lead’; ‘I experience the
euphoria of embarking’; ‘I experience the chal-
lenge of enduring’; ‘I experience the loss that
comes with living’; ‘I near the end of hope’; ‘I
see a new light. A new beginning’; and ‘I start
again’. Macdonald developed these phrases
early in the development process and incorp-
orated them into the workshops with the rest
of the group. She explained that ‘the Collect-
ive really connected with the phrases, so they
stuck around’. At each station, ten stories
that had been gathered from the storysharers
during the open workshops were played on a
loop through the speaker. Audience members

Figure 4. Second movement. Photographer: Hannah Levy, courtesy of the SoloSIRENs Collective.
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were invited to explore the stations at their
own pace.

Once the audience began moving to and
between stations, the space quickly filled with
the various timbres and rhythms of female
voices of different ages and backgrounds, all
of which were backed by sounds of the sea.
Although the cumulative humof thewomen’s
voices could be heard throughout the room,
the levels were adjusted to ensure that the
person seated in front of the speaker could
hear the story being shared at that specific
station clearly. A looped video of the Killiney
Beach workshop was projected onto the back
wall. The performers remained physically
present throughout and interacted with each
other silently, including engaging in a series of
gestures, performing rituals, and, at times,
sleeping (Figure ). They were positioned in
the centre of the open space, which was lit
with warm reds and oranges to create the
sense of a campfire and reinforce their duty
to take care of each other and the stories with
which they were entrusted.

The stories included ranged from mun-
dane, everyday memories of a loved one to
moments of extreme emotional hardship or
absolute joy and pride. The majority of the
stories referred to other women – mothers,
grandmothers, aunts, daughters, friends –

thus echoing the female relationships that
were so vital to Cessair’s journey and her
survival. For example, one story told of a
young woman and her brother who, in the
absence of a living grandmother, asked
their great-aunt to act as one. The narrator
recalled how generously and lovingly her
great-aunt stepped into the role, explaining
that ‘there was no hesitation at all to take us
under her wing’. Other narrators chose to
honour an important female figure in their
lives by sharing her story, which encouraged
audience members to think of the important
women in their lives. As Macdonald
explained: ‘You hear yourself and everyone
you know in the stories . . . I hope people
feel really inspired by their personal and
collective power.’

Figure 5. Second movement. Photographer: Hannah Levy, courtesy of the SoloSIRENs Collective.
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Knight’s soundscape encouraged the audi-
ence members to engage actively with the
performance since they were given agency to
move from station to station and to decide
how long to spend at each. Further, the vol-
ume of the speakers and the decision to place
them behind the chairs allowed for a very
intimate listening experience, especially for
those who decided to close their eyes. Audi-
ence members who kept their eyes open were
able to take in the performers, the video, and
the other audience members, and thus there
was an opportunity to create a deep connec-
tion between thewords theywere hearing and
the bodies in the space.

As the performance drew to a close and the
stories concluded, the voices gradually
dropped out of the soundscape leaving only
the sound of crashing waves, which grew to a
crescendo before cutting out entirely. The per-
formers then informed the audience that they
could access these and other audio recordings
on the SSC website before inviting them to
contribute to the project by sharing their
own stories.

Cessair as Feminist Performed Ethnography

The advertising poster for Cessair depicts a
woman in a bright red shirt standing on the
beach with her back to the camera, facing the
ocean (Figure ). Her left hand is raised above
her head as if she is calling out across the sea,
and written underneath the production’s title
are the words ‘It’s one woman’s story and
every woman’s story’. It is this emphasis on
female perspectives and lived experience,
alongside the process of conducting research
through performance that is then adapted into
a lived staged event, that makes Cessair an
example of feminist performed ethnography.

While the SSC began the project with the
aimof better understanding the female experi-
ence, andof promoting an interest in stories by
and about women in general, this became
more complicated and multifaceted as other
identifiers such as age, class, and race were
incorporated. Issues around power – power
held, power received, power perceived,
power shared, and power given –were inves-
tigated in the sharing and consideration of

stories. During the group reflection, Jennifer
Webster commented:

At the beginning of Cessair, when the story started
coming in, I didn’t feel very confident and I had a
bit of a panic in that I didn’t think I had this great
female story that many of you had . . . I didn’t feel
confident, maybe, in my past female stories . . . I
really didn’t knowwhere to gowith it and through
the process it shocked me no end . . . I shared a
story aboutmydaughterwhen I didn’t intend to do
that . . . my friend gave a story about me which I
never expected. There were gifts and gains and
giving and taking all around me for weeks.
Whether I was listening to someone tell a story
about someone, or someone else giving the gift of
telling a story about someone else. I felt like I was
being given a gift.

Webster’s reflection highlights the emphasis
placed on the lived, female experience and the
considerations of sameness and difference
that underpinned the project, while also
describing the mutual self-disclosure that

Figure 6. Advertising poster of Cessair. Photographer:
Hannah Levy, courtesy of the SoloSIRENs Collective.
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Jennifer Coates argues is very commonamong
women when sharing stories. Similarly, the
use of collaborative, improvised performance
in the first movement of Cessairmirrored how
women engage in dialogue, where, as Coates
argues,

the construction of talk is a joint effort: all partici-
pants share in the construction of talk in the strong
sense that they don’t function as individual
speakers. In other words, the group takes priority
over the individual and the women’s voices com-
bine (or meld) to construct a shared text.

This quality was not only evident in the final
production, but also in the Collective’s collab-
orativeworking style in rehearsals and during
the final reflection on the project.

By deciding to share the results of the
ethnographic research through a performance
that was crafted and devised for an audience,
the SSC contributed new knowledge and a
new experience to the local Tallaght commu-
nity. Echoing Madison’s observation that
performed ethnography invites the audience
into the performance to travel empathically
to other worlds, Macdonald stated: ‘As Solo-
SIRENs, we have worked together to help
each of us bring more of who we are to the
world. We hope the same can be true for our
audiences. We want you to be part of the
process.’The active involvement of the audi-
ence was crucial for Cessair. It was an event
that required the audience members to
relocate themselves alongside the performers
in different ways. In the first movement, the
Collective transported audiencemembers into
a mythological world that was fused with the
present day through song and narration. The
ticketed audience was then invited to travel
literally with the ensemble ‘to the land we
found’ and enter the theatre space. As an
immersive event, the second movement
encouraged audience members to move
around the space independently, explore the
various stories, and make decisions about
where they wanted to be in that moment.
During the reflection, ensemble members
spoke about the feeling of the audience as
participants by also noting the number of
storysharers who attended performances

and who were excited to hear their story or
one of the stories sharedwith them during the
workshops.

While the final production was comprised
of amultitude of narratives, it was a story that
becamepart of and belonged to everymember
of the ensemble. As Whelan recalled: ‘I didn’t
memorize the piece by lines because I just
knew it . . . and thatwas newbecause Iwasn’t
acting as a character . . . Iwas acting asmyself,
awomanwhowas telling this story thatwe all
have . . . and how that connects us.’ Other
members agreed with Whelan, stating that ‘it
is the self but it is a heightened self, a poetic
self . . . enlightened aswell, it’s an enlightened
self . . . the self who can see the self.’

During the reflection, the group was asked
about what they gave to the process that
was particularly insightful. Each person
responded by saying that they gotmuchmore
out of the process, using such words as ‘heal-
ing’, ‘care’, ‘leadership’, ‘listening’, and so
on. This was followed by the group sharing
what individual members brought to the pro-
cess that theywere grateful for, at which point
onemember said, ‘I can give back this gift that
I’ve been given.’ This sentiment was
affirmed by all of the members present. The
knowledge, wisdom, and insights that were
discovered (collectively and individually) and
shared throughout the process took on a recip-
rocal quality within the group.

When asked what she would take away
from the experience, Melody Chadamoyo
explained:

I think what I’m taking away with me is the love.
You knowme and love – always walking together.
From the time we got together, even in Falling,
there’s this extra layer of care that we have for
ourselves and for each other. We allow people to
be themselves. To be themselves theway theywant
to be themselves, without asking or dictating that
this is howwe’re going to accept you. ‘You need to
fit into this, into us, thisway.’Which iswhat society
does; even families do that to each other. But that’s
not what was happening and that’s not what hap-
pened . . . You mentioned that maybe it was
because of the [Covid-] occasion, but when we
were doing Falling things were still normal, as nor-
mal as can be, andwe still had this care. This taking
care of each other. This allowance to be yourself
that we don’t particularly get in other parts of our
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lives. It was, and always is, one of the things that I
really value about this group. That you are allowed
to be.

Chadamoyo’s words encapsulated a spontan-
eousmoment that I participated in prior to the
opening performance. Forty-five minutes
before the showbegan, I heard Shania Twain’s
‘Man! I Feel Like a Woman’ coming from
inside the Civic Theatre. When I crossed the
threshold into that space, I was greeted by a
whole new energy that was warm, vibrant,
accepting, and joyful. I saw members of the
Collective – performers, production team
members, designers, and producers – dancing
and being silly. More and more members of
the Collective entered the space over the
course of the song, with everyone present
and dancing and laughing by the end. It was
a joyful, organic way to gather the members
together for the pre-show warm-up. It is not
clear if thiswas planned or spontaneous, but it
was not out of the ordinary for how this group
communicates and works together. The SSC
created and maintained an environment of
care for all involved, which has been
described by one member as ‘circles of care
everywhere . . . intertwining’.

The SoloSIRENs Collective’s production of
Cessair stands as testimony to the lived experi-
ence of women from around the world. Diane
Bell argues:

Ethnography at its best opens a discursive space in
which the silenced may speak. It empowers and
validates everyday experience. It brings to the
threshold of consciousness the routines, rhythms,
and rituals of everyday life, allows us to savour the
ordinary, map the mundane, identify salient sym-
bols, and to seek the strategies of persistence and
resistance.

Each performance ofCessair provided this dis-
cursive space that placed the epic and the
mythic alongside the everyday experiences
of one hundred women from around the
world. It also created an experience that was
unique for each audience member. Cessair
welcomed audiences of all genders and chal-
lenged each to consider the female story as
complicated and multidimensional. Resisting
any single trope, the SoloSIRENs Collective’s

production advanced female agency and,
with care, defiantly affirmed the significance
of female stories and the female experience
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